
AHCT website forum FAQs

What is the forum for?
It is for:
1)  general AHCT/AHD announcements from La Jefa 

(Laura)
2)  communication/announcements from/between 

AHCT team members
3)  cajoling, challenging, ruminating, reminiscing, 

trash talking and/or mild harassing of other team 
members

4)  posting pictures related to above
5)  having fun
6)  ultimately raising $$ for AHD

Who can post on the forum?
AHCT members

Who can see the forum posts?
Only those peeps who are logged in. The forum is 
intended to be private so you can write what you 
want and your non-AHCT friends, family members, 
neighbors, employers, employees can’t see what you’re 
prattling on about. Until, of course, they become 
members.

How do I log in?
Go to this page:
http://andeanhealthcycling.org/forum/
click login and enter your username and password.

How do I get a username and 
password?
Email Laura (laura.brown@andeanhealth.org) or Alicia 
(alicia.acker@andeanhealth.org) and give them your 
desired username (this will appear on your posts) 
and password and the email address you want to use. 
They’ll enter it for you, you’ll receive an email with your 
username and two links (one for resetting password 
and one for logging in) and you’ll be good to go. Self-
registration is disabled to prevent those icky, nasty, 
evil, horrid, evil, wicked, nasty spammers.

Can I use any username?
Eh, within reason unless it’s already used. We 
encourage you to use a name that is descriptive (eg, 
hugequads, chickenlegs, MeAlpha, facho, tricyclist) or 
you can use your real name (boring).
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Can I get notified when peeps 
post on the forum?
Certainly and we strongly encourage it! Otherwise 
how would you know that you’ve been challenged/
insulted/trash talked, etc? To get immediate 
notifications emailed to you: 
1) Visit the forum page and log in with the 
username and password you established with 
Laura or Alicia. 
2) Click on the “Subscriptions” tab. 
3) Choose the type of subscription you want. 
a. For minimal notifications, click individual 
subscriptions. If you click “individual 
subscriptions,” you’ll have to subscribe to each 
topic to get notifications. Choose this if you’ll be 
a frequent visitor and hate email bloat.
b. If you’re lonely and/or love a stuffed 
email box, click “new topics” or “new topics and 
posts.” You’ll be notified every time someone 
blows their nose … errr, writes a post.

Can I be banned from the 
forum?
Don’t push your luck. You could be fined by the 
forum police.

Can I post a picture of my 
dog/cat/gerbil/chicken/bunny/
squirrel/etc. on the forum?
Yes, but only if it’s riding a bicycle or wearing an 
AHCT jersey or drinking from an AHCT or Satellite 
Team mug, or in some way displaying an AHD, AHCT 
or Satellite Team logo.

Anything else I should know?
Yes, there is. The blog posts on the AHCT site 
(generally from La Jefa) will automatically appear in 
the AHCT forum. So if you subscribe to the forum, 
you’ll be notified of the blog posts.


